Connecticut Trail Census Data
Summary & Refusals Form

One form should be completed for each survey session.

# Number of Surveys Collected _______ Hours of Surveying: ___ am/pm to ___ am/pm

Date of Data Collection ___________ Location of Data Collection ____________________________

Weather - Describe ___________________________ Estimated temperature _________ F

Your Name _____________________________ Your Phone _________________________________

REFUSALS TALLY BY REASONS GIVEN - Track refusals like this:

_________________________________ Do not have time.

_______________________________ Could not intercept - Bicyclist

_______________________________ Could not intercept - Other

_______________________________ Other. Please list given or assumed reasons.

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

________ TOTAL Refusals (During busy trail times if you are not able to intercept all users please do your best to estimate those missed, including members of a group of only one participant completed the survey.)

Notes: __________________________________________________________________________________